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extensive but more practical than Justinian's, Roman terri-
tory had been more than doubled, and the prestige thus
acquired had surrounded it with a periphery of semi-
dependent states. Naples and Amalfi acknowledged the
imperial position in south Italy, while Venice, favoured by
privileged trading concessions, patrolled the Adriatic in the
Byzantine interest. Roman dominance was strongest in the
coastal districts of the Empire, and the fortress of Durazzo
in the West helped to secure the alliance of Serbs and
Croats against possible Bulgarian uprisings, while in the
north-east the Crimean city of Cherson was the centre of
Byzantine diplomacy, playing successfully on the mutual
rivalries of Patzinaks, Russians, and other peoples bordering
on the Black Sea. The Caucasian tribal rulers were heavily
subsidized, and Armenia, as we have seen, passed into
Byzantine hands shortly afterwards, thus forming the
northern bastion of the long eastern frontier.
No less remarkable was the economic prosperity of the
Empire. Basil II had filled the Treasury to overflowing, and
its resources were maintained by the revenue of the new
provinces, and by the dues levied on trade and industry,
both of which were elaborately controlled by the State—a
continuous development of those Roman principles which
had found their first systematic expression in the edicts of
Diocletian. Constantinople, the greatest commercial city of
the Middle Ages, was at this time not only the chief pur-
veyor of Asiatic luxuries to the West, but also the most
important single formative influence on the budding arts of
medieval Europe. In contrast with the semi-barbaric king-
doms of the West, the Byzantine Empire presents the appear-
ance of a fully civilized State, equipped with the scientific
government and public services of the ancient world,
administered by a cultured and literary bureaucracy, and
guarded by troops whose tactical efficiency has perhaps
never been surpassed.
The end of the Macedonian house must be told briefly.
Once the strong hand of Basil was removed, all the centri-
fugal influences which he had checked resumed their sway.
For thirty years after his death (1025-56) the Empire rested
on the strength of its dynastic loyalties, while Zoe and

